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Dust in the Earth's Atmosphere Before and After the 
Passage of Halley's Comet (1984- 1987) 
G. MATESHVlLl and K MATESHVILI, Abastumani Astrophysical Observatory, Georgia 

Everybody knows that with the ex- 
ception of those who study the Sun, 
members of the astronomical profession 
must work at night to be able to record 
the faint light from the objects of their 
Interest. It Is true that CCD flat fields are 
often made at hrvlllght, but otherwise it Is 
necessav to wait until the Sun Is far 
below the horizon and there Is no more 
straylight in the atmosphere, before the 
"real" astronomical observations can 
start. 

It is therefore always a surprise, espe- 
cially to visiting colleagues, to meet as- 
tron-~rners/~h~sicists, who are busy ob- 
serving during twilight and dawn, when 
the sky is still very bright. And it seems 
even more strange that when it finally 
gets dark, then these observers close 
their telescopes and return to their 
offices and homes1 

At the Abastumani Astrophysical Ob- 
servatory in the Republic of Georgia, 
located near the border wlth Turkey in 
the southern part of the Caucasus 
rnountalns, you wlll meet observers of 
all three types. While some of them 
study the Sun with imaging and spec- 
troscoplc telescopes, others llke our- 
selves observe the emissions from the 
Earth's atmosphere In the daytime, dur- 

Figure 1 : The twilight phenomenon. An ob- 
m-ver on the Earth's surfam who looks up 
towards the zeniih, only meives scatted 
IIght fmm those layem which are ilIumlnated 
by the Sun's rays. 

ing twilight and dawn, and also during 
the night, when still other colleagues are 
busy unlocking the secrets of distant 
stars and galaxies. 

We know that most astronomers have 
little experience with our kind of re- 
search and would therefore llke to iltus- 
trate it by some examples. It is of course 
normally considered to be more of 
"geophysical" than of "astronomical" 
nature, but, as we shall see below, It 
may however also have some implica- 
tions which are of interest to solar sys- 
tem astronomers. 

The Twilight Sounding Method 

Among the many interesting ques- 
tions which concern the meteor show- 
ers associated with comet P/Halley, i.e. 
the Orionids with a maximum around 
October 27 and the Eta Aquarids 
(around May 4), is whether or not a 
particular activity was connected with 
the latest approach of this famous 
cornet to the terrestrial orbit in 
1985- 1987. 

Meteoric aerosol which enters into the 
Earth's atmosphere can be detected by 
the method of twilight sounding; this has 
been done many times In the past, see 
e.g. Fehrenbach et al. (1972); Divari and 
Mateshvili (1 973), Mateshvili (1 974), Link 
(1975) and Mateshvili and Mateshvili 
(1989). 

The twitight phenomenon is explained 
by the fact that when the Sun sets below 
the horizon, its rays continue to illumi- 
nate the higher layers of the atrno- 
sphere. To begin with, these rays reach 
all layers, but as the Sun sinks, progres- 
sively higher layers come into the 
Earth's shadow and cease to be in the 
sunlight. The scattered light from the 
sky comes increasing1 y from the highest 
layers, but since the scattering dficien- 
cy falls off with the altitude (i.e. with the 
density) rather rapidly, we receive at any 
time mostly the scattered Ilght from a 
rather narrow, sunlit atmospheric layer. 

A simplified scheme of the twilight 
phenomenon is shown in figure I. 
The intensity of scattered light from 
point A is given by the relation: 

where I,&) is the extra-atmospheric so- 
lar brightness, w, is the sire of the solar 
disk, m is the air mass, P is the vertical 
transrnlttance of the atmosphere, R(l) is 
the instantaneous altitude of the Earth's 
shadow, r is the optical thickness which 
is given by the expression: 

where a(R) is the volumetric scattering 
coefficient (Rosenbrg 1963). So, I@) is 
therefore proportional to scattering 
coefficient a(A) and N,, the aerosol or 
particle content per unit of volume. 

In Abasturnani, we use for our twilight 
observations a photoelectric photome- 
ter with an interference filter that is 
centred at 1610 nm. During the evening 
twilight phase we then register the d e  
creasing total intensity from a sky area 

Figure 2: Intensity ratios as a function d 
afiitude, as observed wr October 24 8nd 25, 
1986, relative to October 15, 1986, Le. before 
fhe Orionid pwiod. The ratios are much larger 
than uni& and the scattering is tfmrefm 
much larger at and after the maxlmurn of the 
stream, than befare. This show the Injection 
into the atmosphere d dust partkles. 
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Figure 3: As Fiure 2, but far three dates in 
f9BZ Now the Intensity rat;# are closer to 
unity than in 1986. 

defined by the opttcs of our instrument 
and in the morning twilight, we obtain a 
similar Intensity curve in the reverse 
sense. 

If there exists at a certain time in the 
atmosphere a layer with a higher scat- 
tering power and If it has a great hod- 
zontal extent, it wllI beoorne apparent In 
our curve as an intensity excess at the 
same value of ?I in dlffmnt sighting 
directions and therefore, at different val- 
ues of (the solar depression angle) and 
at different moments. 

Our observations are usually carried 
out in two points of the sky on the solar 
vertical (the great circle through the Sun 
and the mlth); the zenith angles of 
these points are f BDO, that is, one 
point is h the general direction of the 
Sun and the other is in the opposite 
direction. The intensity is continuously 
recorded in each direction during on_e 
minute, then the system Is switched to 
the other direction. A calibration stan- 
dard is always recorded before and after 
the observations. This relative observing 
method to a large extent elirnlnates in- 
strumental sensitivity drifts, etc. 

Observations at the Time 
of Orionid Meteor Shower 
-w 

The observation dates in the Orionid 
periods of 1984, 1986 and 1487 are 
given in Table 1. 

In Figure 2, we show the ratio of the 
sky Intensity, as observed on October 
24 and 25,1888, respectively, to that on 
October 15, 1986, i.e. at a time when 
there should be no effect of the Orionid 
meteor shower. In comparison, the 1987 
intensity ratios before and after the max- 
imum of the stream (Fig. 3) are much 
closer to unity and reveat no signficant 
increase. Thus, in 1986, after the max- 
imum of the stream had been passed, 
the intensity of scattered Ilght increased 
throughout the Earth's atmosphere. This 
Implies that some matter was deposited 
Into it, consisting of different fractions 
that moved downwards (precipitated) at 
different rates. When calculating the 
ratio of the intensities obtained in 1986 
to those of 1984, i.e. before and after the 
passage of Comet Halley (Rg. 4), we 
find that the Intensity of scattered light, 
depending on the MRude, increased 
from 4 to 14 times. 

Obsetvations at the Time 
of the Eta Aquarld Meteor 
Shower Activity 

During the Eta Aquarid period in April/ 
May 198X we were only able to to com- 
pare the intensity I@) with that obtained 
on the day preceding the onset of the 
activity of this meteor shower. The ob- 
sewations were carried out in the mom- 
Ing @ times) and evening twilight (10 
tlmes), beginning on April 27 and ending 
on May 17, 1087. 

The evening twilight observation on 
April 27 was chosen as the reference. 
When we plot the Intensity ratios for the 
various series of obmations, It is obvi- 
ous that also during this period, the dust 
content in the upper atmospheric layers 
Increased. 
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Figure 4: A e o m p a m  d the dust contml In 
the atmosphere on dates soon after the 
Orionid maxima in 1988 and I#Z The inten- 
sity fatias far the same dates in the two years 
are much lacger than un& ie. them was 
much more dust in the atmosphm in 1986 
than In 19BZ 

How Big Are These Particles? 
It would of course be very interesting 

to know the sizee of the particles which 
cause the increased scattering. We nor- 
mally calculate thls by three different 
methods: 

1. The mean sizes are determined 
from the sedimentation velocities of the 
observed aerosol layers. The particle 
sedimentation velocity was determined 
using the Stokes-Cunningham law with 
the Cunningham correction 

where q is the air viscosity, Q~ Is the 
density of particles, e is the air density 
for the appropriate aItRude, I is the mean 
free path of a motecde, and B is a factor 
which for Vgr lO equals 1.65. 

2. The slze of the particles can also be 
calculated from the relation 

26 30 4 8 12 16 
April May 

Figure 5: Acthity of the Eta AquaM shower as a function of date in 198Z (a) Me8n hourly echo rate o w  8-hwr Intervals, centred on the time of 
radianf trandt on that date pmm Poole 1988); (b) the visual rate as a function of solar longitude (after Hajduk and Buhagiar 1982): (c) the infensity 
of twllight scattering at altitude 100 km In 11887 as measud in the mornlng and evening Iwillght from Ab8stumani (normalired to the level 
outside the shower penid). 



Table 1. W a t i d n  &tes at the time of the OnbnId shower (na: Mming (dawn) obsewatfons; 
E: Evening (twflight) o&wwaihs] 

where L is the thickness of the aero- 
sol layer, k Is the Boltzmann constant, 
T is the absolute temperature, g is 
awletation due to gravity and 
v = 2 . 2 . 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ A ) h - ' ,  an empirical da-  
tion, where a(R) is the volumetric scat- 
bring coeff iclent. 
3. Finally, the size of the pmlicles may 

also be obtained by comparlson of ex- 
perimental sedimentation velocities with 
theoretical ones, calculated for dIfFerent 
particle size and density (lvtev 1982). 

For the Orionids in 1884, the mean 
particle sedimentation velmlty on OC- 
tober 22-27 and at altitudes 70-80 km, 
was 5.747 cm sm-'. The estimated par- 
ticle radii were -0.08 pm. In 1986, the 
mean p d c b  radius was about the 
same, - 0.085 p. A great amount of 
cosmic matter consisflng of particles 
with a wide range of sizes was inj&ed 
Into the atmosphere during the 1987 Eta 

Aquarid actlvlty period. Wry small par- 
ttcles with radlt of the order of 0.0005 to 
0.005 pn accumulated at an altitude of 
100 to 120 km and those with r-0.5 mm 
at A-60 to H-80 km. Moreover, the 
background aerosol content increased 
at all altitudes. 

Time variations of the intensities at 
different altitudes refIeet tha Intrusion of 
the particIes ( b 7 0  krn) and their subse- 
quent m ~ e m m t  in the atmosphere 
(Rc70 km). The time variation of IN/I' 
coincide with those of meteor hourly 
rates from the radar (hole 1988) and 
visual (Hajduk and Buhaglar 1982) oh- 
sewations (Fig. 5). 

Conclusions 

Thus, it is clear that twilight o b w a -  
tions of the type described here may be 
used to reveal structures of meteor 

showers. W plan to continue this work 
and hope eventually to accumulate 
enough material to be able to make 
more explicit statements about thls. 

The apparent increase in the aerosol 
content of the upper atmosphere when 
the Earth passed through the two 
meteor streams associated with P/ 
Haltey for the first time after the recent 
passage of this comet, is indeed very 
intriguing. We can offer no easy expla- 
nation to this at this mommt. 
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Visiting Astronomers 
(April 1 - October 1,1993) 

Observing time has now been allocated far 
Period 5t (April 1 - October 1. 1803). The 
demand for Wescope tlme was again much 
greater than the time actually available. 

The folbwlng list gives the names of the 
vlsiing astronomers, by telescope and in 
chronotoglcal order. The complete list, with 
dates, equipment and programme tltles, is 
available from ESO-Garchlng. 

Z.6-rn Telescope 

ApfiI 1893: De G m u w  et at. (9-003-4910, 
Dan&sr/Bouch~Gouiffes/LucyIFran$~od 
MaualYDella Valle, mhringer a al. (1-023- 
49K), ShaverPNalVKellermann, Jablonkd 
t3icdAlloin, Turatto et al. (4-004-45K), Dan- 
uger/BwrchetlGouH~a/tucy/F~~n580n/Mar- 
4iDel la Valle, De Graauw et 1. (9-W3-49K). 

May 7QH: Da Graauw et al. (9-Wl3-49K), 
van der HuehtlW[lliamsNudlawati AnggmenV 
Bouchet, H e b i  et al. r/-008-51K), Darrri- 
ger/80uchetlGouiffeaRucy/Frans~~1nlM~z- 
zalVDwlla Valb, KudrikkiiakulVMBnder/ 
Conti/Gabler/Motch, DanzlgerBoucheV 
Gouines/Lucy/F~8~onlMaaa1UDella Valle, 
M~idMartlrdReImb, Maechetto/Spatb, 
M g e r / B o u c h e V G w l f f ~ ~ / F ~ o n t  
U d i l D e l l a  We,  Amram/BalkowskU 

16 

SoulestslwLe Com/MarcalinlCayattelSulli- 
van, ~aga/CabriVAndWPantlnKllofssonl 
Nordh. 

June T 993: Lagage/CabriVAnddPantln/ 
Olofsson/Nwd, kgagdpantin, Missedhrn- 
beWSmlth, LernoinemdeWidal-Madjar/ 
Emdch, Baada/Kjeldsen, teone/Pasquinl, 
Mermilllod/RaboudlLevato, Barbuy/RenzinV 
OrtolanWBiea, Lagrange-HenrVCorporonI 
Bouvler. 

July I&#: Rouan/HofmandNormandlAl- 
loin/CubyTTacconCGarman/Gallals, BeuzW 
Lagranp+Henrirressiw/Vidal-Madjwmrletl 
BeusVHubjn, DougadoslRousnlLopeU 
Caudb du ForestdFoweille, M&nardRBnal 
MalbatlDwgadodMon~nlSehwt~~, Rigautl 
LBndGehting/Hofmann/Cuby, Della WIe/ 
B l a n c h l n U D u e ~ ~ ~ l m a n K l r i o ,  BM- 
kowsk~svetanwlHaningion, Danziger/Gil- 
monIlZlmmermannlH&lng~/Ma~illiway, 
Tadhuntet/lJlwga~uryIDanZiger/Shaw, 
Tnney/Mould~Reld, Molaro/PasquinUC#- 
telli/Bonifacio. 

August 19Q3: MolaroPmqulnUCastelIW 
Bonifaeio, ~ggi~paccIoli/Piott&tiav~llt, 
BeddinglB~rs/von der LiihwWelgeWr- 
ban/Beckmaffirieger/Kohl/uan Elst, Danzi- 
ger/BwrchatlGouiffes/tucy/FvamnlMax- 
ralVDell6 Valle, BarbodNobnVRadwlcW 
Ramelll/Schulz, VBron, PJHawkim, Semer/ 
Spi&emran~SchOcker/Bohrin~erRIartner/ 

Crud-, FosburyIVIllar/Blnelte, Danziger/ 
BoucheVGouiffWWcyffransson/Mazza1U 
Della Valle, SchulzMtjcke, Molaro/Primas/ 
CastellUBmifacto. 

Septembsr 1fS93: Saint-PBICombee, M./ 
RlgautmphBnelDemalIIyK~econi-(3man~ 
Cambes, MJSalnt-P#Tomaska/Demal1ly/ 
Fauchwe, Vettdanl et a!. (1-019-4710, Ma- 
2udRhee et al. (i-014fl05-43K), Hainautl 
West R.M., MsllwWanen, KnewAender/ 
Krautter, Danziger~ucheVGouiffes/Lucy/ 
Franawn/MaualVDella Valle, Hablng at al. 
(7-008-51 Kj. 

3.5m N7T 

April G :  Moorww~ l l vdOr lg I l d  
Kotll Jnen, OllralMarconVSahratVMo[1~~0od, 
Mlleyhan Ojlk/R8ttgerln~o~pwocd, Ollvd 
Marconi/Salvati/Moo~r~od, Miley et al. 
(2-001-43W, Turetto et al. (4-004-45W, 
Tammann et al, (1-022-47K)+ Thornsen/ 
Sodemann, Hdd/Renrlnl/Cappl. 

May I :  GredeVZlnngcker, Gryl 
BaluteaulCoxlArmandlEmery, LuWGenzeV 
DmpatzlCamemnlH~sMaJ&HHlledKu- 
dritrkl, Bertola/Aml~ellinger, Motctd 
PakulllPietseh, DandgerlMBndezlKudrlkkV 
Manall~/ClardulldJacxrby~oth, Tam- 
mann et ai, (1-022-47Q, WtMainautlMars- 


